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HOW TO BECOME A FRONT-END DEVELOPER

A Crash Course in Coding
The front-end developer’s job is to shape your experience on a website. They
do this in a few different ways, including creating the layout of a page like
headings and paragraphs, the style of the page like color and font, and the
features of the page, like animations.
How do they manage to do all that? Magic, obviously.
Okay, maybe there’s a little bit of magic involved, but mostly it’s courtesy of
some handy tools in their repertoire. More on those later.
First of all, if you think you might be interested in working as a front-end
developer, you’re probably wondering what a typical day at work would be like.
You’ll spend some time talking with the folks in design and your project leader
or manager. There’s a good chance you’ll be asked to talk with accounts people
to estimate the time it’ll take you to complete a project (so they can figure out
how much it’ll cost). But you’ll definitely spend the majority of your time sitting
in front of your computer, coding.
I talked with several front-end devs to find out what their workday is like and
what they love about their jobs, and this is what they had to say:

Pros
+ Magical powers of making words come to life
+ You can be creative and logical at the same time
+ Tons of opportunities for growth & you never stop learning
+ HOT job market

Cons
- Not enough women in the field
- It’s annoying to have to support old, outdated browsers
(Internet Explorer, we’re looking at you)
- Can be stressful when working to a deadline
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Now let’s get down to the important stuff. What is this coding business all
about? I’ll be honest—I knew nothing about coding when I started writing this
series, so I had to call on a couple of experts to break it down very simply for
me.
Front-end developers usually use at least a few programming languages at any
given time. Here are the basic ones and a simple explanation of what they do:
HTML: The “structure” of a web page. Defines elements that make the building
block of the web.
CSS: The “style” of a web page. Controls how HTML elements are displayed,
including their color and font.
JavaScript: A programming language that is included in all modern browsers.
Used to make web sites dynamic, including animations.
jQuery: A JavaScript library that makes common JavaScript tasks much easier.
If you’re interested in programming, you’ll want to start with HTML. This will
teach you about the standard elements you’ll see in most pages, like head,
body, etc.
Next, you can move on to CSS, which will allow you to add fonts and colors to
your pages. Sound scary? Nah, apparently both HTML and CSS are pretty easy
to learn.
At this stage, I’m turning the floor over to Jennifer Gilbert, a self-taught
developer. This is what she had to say about learning how to code:
Most HTML pages are made up of the same basic pieces over and over again,
and as far as CSS goes, once you know “font-family,” “font-size,” “color,” and
“background-color” in CSS, for instance, you can already do quite a lot visually.
The syntax for both HTML and CSS is pretty repetitive, so it’s easy to pick up if
you’re willing to type along with a few examples.
Your next step is JavaScript, which you use to add animation or other effects or
interactions. JavaScript does this by adding or removing HTML elements, or by
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changing the CSS styles of those elements, so it makes sense to learn the other
two first. JavaScript listens for events on the page, like “the user has clicked on
picture number four,” and then reacts to the events. JavaScript is important for
user interaction—when a user operates a chat window, for instance, JavaScript
is likely responsible for the user’s ability to type in a new message or see other
people’s messages pop up.
JavaScript will be a leap for a lot of new programmers. When they’re ready for
the sorts of effects JavaScript provides, some learners start with jQuery first.
jQuery is not its own language—it’s a JavaScript library. You can think of it as
a set of JavaScript shortcuts. It can be a little simpler for a new programmer
to understand. jQuery can accomplish a lot of the same things that plain
JavaScript can, but because of that “shortcut layer” it adds to JavaScript, the
page itself can sometimes run slower. But even advanced programmers might
use it if they’re in a hurry or just testing how something looks and feels—they
can always type out the full JavaScript later.
Everything I’ve mentioned is available on Codecademy and a lot of other places
on the web, so anyone interested in learning any of it has plenty of opportunity!
I do think just about anyone working as a front-end dev is going to have to
learn all of these, but people do specialize and I know developers who work
almost exclusively in JavaScript or exclusively in CSS (plus the underlying HTML
in both cases, of course).
There are more languages than the ones I’ve discussed here, but HTML, CSS,
and JavaScript are extremely common and good places to start. That trio pops
up in job apps a lot.
So there you have it! It’s not so scary once you realize you can break everything
down into small pieces, right?

Homework time! Watch the Why You Should Learn to Code video from

Code.org and then just try to tell us you’re not interested in learning how to
code. Go on, we dare you!
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YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:

Working as a
Front-End Web
Developer:
It’s Magic!
[Infographic]
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13 essential resources
FOR LEARNING ABOUT FRONT-END DEVELOPMENT
Here’s a little riddle for you. What do you call someone who loves design and
color, but also likes to do really technical, logical work, and learn constantly?
In case you didn’t read the title for this post, the answer would be a “front-end
developer.”
This versatile job influences what a website looks like as well as some of the
basic functions (like what happens when you click a button). And one of the
coolest things about front-end development is that there are tons of resources
out there so you can learn on your own. No computer science degree necessary.
I know the web can be a scary place, so I’ve done the hard part and found some
of the best resources out there so you don’t have to waste your time. No need
to spend hours Googling things aimlessly—just check out the 13 essential
resources below.

The Basics: Computers are Cool

VeraCode has a handy little infographic A Brief History of Computer
Programming Languages. Pretty pictures. Nice.
For a simple breakdown of what web developers do, which coding languages
you might want to familiarize yourself with, and other useful resources, check
out One Day One Job’s guide to Careers in Software Development.
Jimmy Li has a handy little guide called Learning to Code: The Roadmap I Wish I
Had Been Given. If you’re serious about pursuing front-end dev then you won’t
necessarily need to do everything he says, but he offers a great outline of the
industry on the whole.
Like infographics? Good! Check out the web developer section in this one from
Schools.com that highlights The Hottest Careers in Tech. You can read the other
parts, too, if you want.
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Musicians, English Majors & Front-End Developers
(Yes, they do go together!)

Do you need a web-related major to break into the web industry? Short answer:
no. For the slightly longer answer, check out what our VP of Engineering, Steve
Girolami had to say about computer science majors and web development jobs
in this post.
For a simple and elegant overview of front-end vs. back-end development, you
can’t beat this article, What is Front-End Web Development?, from General
Assembly.
It’s easy to picture yourself as a front-end developer when you watch A Day in
the Life—Front End Engineer at Edmunds on YouTube.
So you think you’ve got what it takes? Get some tips for pursuing a front-end
development career at How To Become a Front-End Developer on BostInno.
If you still think you’re not qualified ’cause you don’t have a computer science
degree (wait—have you even been paying attention?), visit the How did you
become a front-end developer? discussion on LinkedIn where people from
different backgrounds (music, English, art, and design—to name a few)
describe their path to front-end development.
If you want to be able to talk the talk, don’t miss this article on 10 Things You
Should Never Say to a Front-End Web Developer from BusinessInsider.

Low-Commitment Coding

You can easily test the waters to see if coding is for you, thanks to tons of
online resources.
For an extremely low-commitment challenge, start with Lifehacker’s Learn How
to Code in a Weekend.
If you’re getting serious about learning how to code, there are tons of useful
(and free!) resources at Codecademy.
The web can be a lonely place, but it doesn’t have to be that way. Check out
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Women Who Code (this one’s specifically for Bay Area ladies, but look for
similar groups in your area).

Homework time!

Make a few notes about what you’ve seen/heard/read. If
something in particular stood out to you, what do you need to do to learn more
about it?
P.S. Do you have any resources for people interested in front-end dev that you’d
like to share? Tweet us at @AfterCollege to let us know!
YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:

How to Become
a Front-End
Developer:
A Crash Course
in Coding

Tech Needs
Women!
A Day in the
Life of
Jennifer Gilbert,
Software Engineer

9 Essential
Resources for
Learning about
Sales Jobs:
The Best of
the Web

Working as a
Front-End Web
Developer:
It’s Magic!
[Infographic]
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5 Not-So-Hidden Secrets
ABOUT WORKING AS A WEB DEVELOPER
So you’re thinking about entering the wild world of web development?
Congratulations! It’s a great time to get started, even if you don’t come from
a computer science background. After I interviewed several web developers,
I realized I kept hearing similar things from each of them. Some of their
statements confirmed my suspicions about what this industry is all about, and
some of them surprised me a little, which is why I’m presenting this list as the
“not-so-hidden secrets” about working in web development.

1. Titles don’t matter.

Every web developer I spoke with told me the same thing—no one has an
official title. Titles just aren’t that important in their departments or even their
companies.
What this means for you is that when you’re looking for a job, you don’t really
need to look for any fancy-pants titles. Just stick to simple things like “web
developer” and you’ll be golden.
This also means that the structure of many engineering or web development
teams is relatively flat. Just remember, as Micah Jaffe, CTO of FairLoan Financial,
reminds us in his interview, a flat structure doesn’t mean you can dispense with
respect and courtesy to your coworkers.

2. Degrees don’t matter, either.

Sure, if you majored in computer science and got some impressive skillz as a
result, that’s super. But if you have the determination and the stick-to-itiveness
to teach yourself how to code, that’s more important than any degree.
Mike Feineman, lead developer at social media agency Room 214 says, “Selftaught programmers have a better drive, and are passionate learners. In other
words, exactly the kind of people I want on my team.” So go out there and get
coding!
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3. You shouldn’t spend too much time on your cover letter,
because it will probably just be ignored anyway.

Yep, it’s fair to say that a lot of the traditional wisdom about jobs (spending
tons of time crafting a perfect cover letter, yada yada…) just doesn’t apply for
developers. People who review applications for developers told me that they
would only briefly glance at a cover letter, if at all. If you’d like to hear more
about what those recruiters had to say, check out my interviews with a lead
developer and CTO.
So what does matter when you’re applying for a dev job? Your work! Be
prepared to show off the projects that you’ve taken on (also, be sure to get
involved in lots of awesome projects). Link to your GitHub account, your
personal website, and any other live examples of your work. This is worlds
more important than anything you can explain in a few paragraphs.
When you’re just getting started, follow Jennifer Gilbert’s advice to find an
organization (like maybe a non-profit whose mission is important to you) and
offer to help them out for free. You’ll get experience and something to put on
your résumé, and they’ll get an awesome new website. Everybody wins! To
hear more from Jennifer (who taught herself to code and made the switch from
editor to software engineer), read our interview with her here.

4. You need to love building things, and be okay with them
falling apart.

Part of the fun of being a developer is that you get to create something. But
an important part of the creative process is learning how to build things more
efficiently, which means sometimes you make mistakes and things fall apart.
That’s going to happen from time to time, so just make sure that you’re okay
with it.
Sam Nichols, a mobile developer at SmugMug, puts it this way: “Build a table,
build a computer, build a water gun, build a beer bong, build things that will
take a week and build things that need to be done in 40 minutes before the
party. Making stuff is what this field is all about and getting experience building
things, especially with others, especially when it breaks and fails along the way
can help with perspective and resiliency.” You can train yourself by building
actual physical things, by building websites, or both. Just don’t let the fear of
failure hold you back.
AfterCollege | blog.aftercollege.com
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5. If you’re a woman, it might kind of suck sometimes. But
you should stick with it!

In the LinkedIn article Women In Tech Face Many Challenges – But
There Is Hope, Vivek Wadwha looks into the numbers of why women are
underrepresented in this industry. Also, check out this VentureBeat article Let’s
talk about ‘women in tech’: Silicon Valley still has a gender problem to find out
what it’s like for some women who work as developers in Silicon Valley. Yeah,
some of them had bad experiences with macho culture and not gaining respect
from their coworkers, but they’re passionate about their jobs, excited about
tech, and ready to make a change. Why not be a part of that change yourself?

Homework time!

Identify five to ten organizations whose websites you think
could use a little spiffing up. Send them an email and see if they’d be willing to
let you build them something pretty.
P.S. Have you discovered any other secrets—hidden or not so hidden—about
the world of web development? What would you add to our list?
YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:
Dev  Elleper
155  Computer  St.  Apt.  101,  Jersey  City,  NJ  01001  (555)  100-0001  develleper@email.com
EXECUTIVE  SUMMARY
Currently  a  free-lance  web  developer  with  a  growing  list  of  satisfied  clients.  Dev  Elleper  is
seeking  a  Junior  Web  Developer  position  for  a  business  committed  to  producing  quality  software
that  will  delight  customers.  Dev  is  a  passionate  and  driven  professional  giving  110%  when
undertaking  any  project.
TECHNICAL  SKILLS
Web  /Programming:  >HTML  >CSS  >JavaScript  >jQuery  including  Plug-ins  (e.g.  Mosiac,
FancyBox)
IDE/Software:  >WebStorm  >Text  Wrangler  >Coda  >FileZilla  >Microsoft  Office  Suite
Operating  Systems:  >Mac  OS  X  >iOS  >Windows

STRENGTHS  AND  ABILITIES

How to Find a
Front-End
Developer Job:
Chat with Mike
Feineman, Lead
Developer at
Room 214

Résumé
Teardown:
Show Me
the Links!

>Written  &  Verbal  Communication
>Product  Knowledge
>Customer  Service
>Strong  Sales  Background
>Strategic  Planning
>Creative  Writing

PROFESSIONAL  EXPERIENCE

How to Get a
Our Managers
Front-End
Teach You How to
Developer Job:
Be an Interview
Chat with Micah
Rock Star:
Jaffe, CTO of
Engineering
FairLoan Financial

Commercial  Architect,  New  York,  NY        Web  Developer    Jan  2013  –  March  2013
Developed  a  web  site  highlighting  the  portfolio  of  a  commercial  architect.  The  site  was  built  using
HTML5,  CSS3,  JavaScript,  including  JQuery  using  Mosiac  and  FancyBox  plug-ins.  Worked
closely  with  client  to  ensure  site  met  their  needs.  Incorporated  pictures  provided  by  client
comprising  examples  of  architect’s  portfolio.  Site  featured  a  picture  carousal  on  timer  highlighting
the  client’s  portfolio.  The  web  site  grouped  the  portfolio  by  the  type  of  work  (e.g.  residential,
commercial).  Provided  click-thru  capability  that  enabled  viewers  to  see  full-screen  images  of  the
portfolio  work.

JUMP TO table of contents
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Design and edit website
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Estimate time and
cost for projects

Pros

Cons

+ Magical powers of making
your ideas come to life on
the page

- Not enough women in the
field

+ You can be creative and
logical at the same time

- It’s annoying to have to
support old, outdated
browsers

+ Tons of opportunities for
growth & always something
new to learn

- Can be stressful when
working to a deadline

+ HOT job market
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Crash course in coding

+ Magical powers of making
your ideas come to life on
the page

- Not enough women in the
field

+ You can be creative and
logical at the same time

- It’s annoying to have to
support old, outdated
browsers

+ Tons of opportunities for
growth & always something
new to learn

- Can be stressful when
working to a deadline

Infographic
+ HOT job market

Crash course in coding

<body>

HTML Teaches you the standard elements you’ll see in
just about every page

6969; ;
h2{
0
: #69
color eight: 50 al;
i
w
font- amily: Ar
f
font

CSS The “skin” that goes over the HTML, lets you skin
paragraphs with fonts & colors

}

JavaScript Lets you animate and add other effects; builds
on HTML & CSS

jQuery A JavaScript library (like a set of shortcuts)

How much can you make?
$
$

80,000

48,500
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Want to make bank as a developer?
Better move to one of these areas, where the average salary
for web developers is well above the national average.

San Francisco, CA:
$101,660

Rochester, MN:
$102,970

Reading, PA:
$117,260
Columbus, IN:
$104,790

San Jose, CA:
$115,320

Getting started

Step 1

Learn the basics
JUMP TO table of contents
Try one of the many online resources like:

AfterCollege | blog.aftercollege.com
Code School (www.codeschool.com)
W3Schools (www.w3schools.com)
Codeacademy (www.codeacademy.com)
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Interviews
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TECH NEEDS WOMEN! A DAY IN THE LIFE OF

Jennifer Gilbert, Software Engineer
You don’t need a computer science degree or even a strong background in tech
to make it as a developer. All it takes is determination and A LOT of studying.
Jennifer Gilbert explains how she recently made the leap from a career as a
copy editor to software engineer at Aruba Networks.

What is your current company name and job title? If you’ve
changed titles since you started at your company, what was
your job title when you started?
I’m a software engineer for Aruba Networks. They gave me a three-month
internship as a newbie and I was hired from there. When I first started out,
I also worked as a contract developer building the user interface for Cook
Smarts, a meal-planning app.

In my current position, I design user interfaces that allow people to interact
with hardware. If you’ve ever configured your internet router, that interface
is the sort of thing I would build—Aruba Networks builds internet access
points and network-management software. Basically, I build web pages that
allow people to interact with machines that don’t have their own external user
interfaces. (An ATM has an external user interface. A remote-controlled car does
not. But if that remote-controlled car were equipped to sit there on your office
floor and listen to your Wi-Fi network for further instructions, I could build a
web page that sends a signal to it when you press the “Drive Forward” button
or whatever.)

What did you study in college? How does it relate to what
you’re doing now (if at all)?

I studied journalism in order to become a news editor. My editorial skills pay
off surprisingly well when it comes to writing clear code and finding bugs
in software. Experience in a detail-oriented field, especially those involving
languages or graphic design, can help you succeed in front-end coding.
The different genres of programming highlight different strengths—some
languages are very artistic and others are very mathematical. This is true of the
AfterCollege | blog.aftercollege.com
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front end as well. A graduate who enjoys art or graphic design might choose
to specialize in CSS, which determines the colors, layout, and overall look of
a site. Someone who enjoys working with logic might prefer the variables and
expressions of JavaScript, which allows the user to interact more deeply with
elements on the page.

Tell me about your career progression. How did you decide
that you wanted to get involved with programming and how
did you go about pursuing it?

I was a copy editor until last September, but I loved programming as a kid. That
was years ago, and technology moves quickly, so I mostly had to start over
when I decided it was time to give programming a try. I chose programming for
three reasons: It’s a very strong job market, I’ve always regretted not exploring
it further, and I had begun studying on my own and confirmed that I still really
enjoyed it.
From then on, it was just a lot of studying. In fact, “a lot of studying” may be
the understatement of the year. I don’t have a computer science degree, which
means I needed to get myself up to speed.
I wouldn’t say I’ve loved every minute of it, because that’s not realistic. But
overall, learning was surprisingly pleasant, even when I was trying to absorb
a 500-page technical manual. In the past I’ve struggled to balance between
feeling bored by a lack of challenge and feeling overwhelmed by too large of
a challenge, and I think that learning to code can be a great fit for people like
that. The next level up is just about always within reach… but there are so many
levels of knowledge that getting to the top is unlikely to happen in this lifetime.
I’m lucky enough to live in the San Francisco area, which means I could also go
to a lot of conferences and meetups. The community here is so supportive, and
soon I had met plenty of people who were interested in working with me. Every
contract I have today is a direct result of networking.

What are your favorite aspects of your job? What are the
things you would change if you could?

My favorite aspect of my job is that it gives me magical powers. I come from a
linguistic field, so I’m used to typing words—I’m just not used to them coming
AfterCollege | blog.aftercollege.com
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to life! I also love that I’ll never finish learning—the field is so broad and so
rapidly changing that there’s always something exciting to learn.
It’s no secret what I would change if I could: The field needs more women!
Technology plays such a key role in everyone’s professional future that it
worries me to see women so underrepresented. The good news is that women
interested in learning to code can find more support than ever before. [Editor’s
note: I just learned about Skillcrush, an awesome resource for diving into
coding. Its contents are sleek, simple, and definitely directed at women,
though open to all. You can start out with a free email course that teaches you
some of the basic terminology or sign up for a paid class and learn how to
create your own online portfolio.]

What advice would you give to college students who are
interested in working in your field?

Take advantage of all of the free or cheap sources of knowledge out there. In
my experience, Codecademy is great, as is Code School. I’ve also heard good
things about Lynda. If you already have some coding skills, focus on your
portfolio. Just because you’re not ready for a paying gig doesn’t mean you can’t
gain experience—that’s what open-source projects and volunteer work are for.
Organizations are thrilled when they can get technical help for free, and you
can do a good deed while you’re at it. I’ve seen UX design listings on Catchafire.
org, but don’t be afraid to contact an organization you care about, especially
when it’s obvious from their site that they could use some polish.
As your knowledge improves, get involved in forums like Stack Overflow,
and post your code in public repositories like GitHub so that your progress is
documented. A presence in the community is important—it can be hard for
employers to know whether you’re really skilled or just claiming to be.
Transition to real-world work when you can. It’s an intimidating transition.
But taking that leap into real projects with real users is so valuable—I think
I learned more in my first week on the job than I had in the two months
beforehand.
Maybe the best advice I can give is to do your best to be ready to take
advantage of an opening if it comes up. I applied for a contract when I was just
starting out. The company contacted me months later to tell me I had been
AfterCollege | blog.aftercollege.com
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rejected because my skills weren’t strong enough yet. I had gotten so much
done in the meantime that I figured it wouldn’t hurt to respond to that email
with an update on my recent accomplishments and a new résumé—and they
changed their minds.
Luck favors the prepared. On the off chance that you do run into someone who
could offer you a job or internship, make sure you can say, “Let me show you
this great thing I built,” rather than “I’m sure I could build a great thing if you
hire me.”

Does your company hire interns in your field? If so, how
would someone go about applying?

Yes, there are internships for college students and they’re open to hiring junior
developers who show a lot of talent and enthusiasm. I’d also add that plenty of
companies out there could use the help. Get even a little bit of studying under
your belt, and then reach out to companies that interest you.

Homework time!

Go check out some of the resources Jennifer mentions.
Create an account on Codecademy, Code School, or Lynda. Post a question on
Stack Overflow. Get on GitHub.
YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:

Why Being a
How to Become
Developer is
a Front-End
Awesome—And Developer: A Crash
How You Can Get Course in Coding
Started
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HOW I WENT FROM TOTAL BEGINNER TO

senior web developer
Think you’d like to get into web development but don’t have the right degree
or background? The good news is that it’s never been easier to enter this field.
Just tap into some of the resources that are available to you, dedicate some
time to practicing and improving your skills, and you’ll be well on your way
from total beginner to senior web developer.
Joey Nguyen began his career in marketing and advertising, but soon
discovered it wasn’t the field for him. Guest writer Melissa Nguyen (no
relation) interviews Joey about how he decided to pursue web development,
what skills he needed to score his first developer job, and how he’s been able
to keep learning and progressing in his career.
Did you graduate with a major you’re not passionate about—or maybe you
landed that first job out of college and turns out it’s not what you wanted?
Senior Front-End Web Developer Joey Nguyen leads us through his career
transition from advertising to web development. He shares his self-study
techniques and strategies for success in your current job and beyond.

What did you study in college and how did it help you land
your first job out of college? Do you think it helped your
career transition later on at all?

I graduated from the University of Texas at Austin with a Bachelor’s of Science
in Advertising. I ended up with that degree after struggling to find a major I
liked and chose advertising only because it was slightly more interesting than
the other fields that I took classes in. Having that degree and my experience
working part-time in the marketing department at The Harry Ransom Research
Center played a large part in my landing a job in an ad agency right out of
college. However, I don’t think my advertising degree had anything to do with
my career transition.

Why did you decide to transition out of advertising and into
web development?
I transitioned out for several reasons. I never enjoyed my job responsibilities
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nor did I have much interest in the topics that I needed to learn to get better
and move up in that career path. I didn’t like being forced to promote products/
clients that I didn’t believe in. Also, as a person who believes in and tries to
practice minimalism, working in an industry based on consumerism wasn’t the
right fit for me.

Describe that atmosphere of your advertising jobs. How did
you navigate that environment to be able to do more of what
you liked? How did you then facilitate your career transition?

After leaving my first job at an ad agency, I started at a new advertising
company that was really small, less than 10 people, so I got to wear a lot of hats
once I proved myself capable. I worked on SEO (search engine optimization),
PPC (pay-per-click), Linux server administration, and web development. The
first two were advertising-related so I learned them on the job. The second
two I spent my free time on nights and weekends learning with guidance from
a former coworker that I became friends with who was really good at IT and
programming.
My friend saw some potential in me after noticing that I had a good grasp of
computers from our conversations, and he was the one who convinced me to
switch to a career in technology. He showed me a few things and helped me get
started and then gave me a bunch of stuff to study (books, online articles, etc).
He also showed me what software products I should be using, all open-source
stuff.
So by working with him and studying on my own during my free time, I was
able to convince my boss at the time to put my new skills to use for the
company instead of paying an outside contractor more money to do it. I gained
actual work experience this way, and after three years working full-time and
studying in my free time, I felt I had gained enough skills to make the switch.
(I wasn’t always studying. I made time for friends, family, and traveling, too.
But over those three years, I must’ve spent a few hundred hours of my free
time towards it.)
I was able to find a company in Dallas, Texas, that had a few openings for junior
level web developers, so I applied and got the job.
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What was your self-study process like while learning coding
and technology?

My friend was a really great guy, and he offered to teach me some stuff to get
started, so in the beginning I’d meet up with him after work or on the weekends
once or twice a week. We’d hang out, do the usual stuff friends do like watch
TV/movies, play chess and ping pong, and he’d teach me how to build and run
a virtual Linux web server. When I wasn’t meeting with him, I’d spend my time
reading online articles and blogs related to what he was teaching me.
After a while, he moved away so I kept learning on my own, building upon the
foundation he taught me. I started learning how to code to build websites
because there was a need for a person to do that at my company, but we had
no one except an outside contractor to do it. I convinced my boss to pay for
a membership to an online site called Lynda.com that does video tutorials
on all kinds of topics, including web development. I’d spend my free time on
nights and weekends on that site improving my coding skills, learning things
like HTML, CSS, and JavaScript (jQuery). I preferred these online videos over
traditional classroom classes because I could do them at my convenience.
My advice to efficiently study is to find an atmosphere you’re comfortable in
that’s conducive to studying and just force yourself to concentrate. Do your
best to ignore social media and other online distractions, and look at them only
during short breaks. I like coffee shops because there’s Wi-Fi, coffee to keep
you alert, and food for when you get hungry so you don’t have to stop your
studying to go get food.

What was your interview process like when you transitioned
into your developer role in Dallas?

Since I was living in Houston at the time and the job was in Dallas, I had my
initial interview by phone with the HR manager. We went over basic questions
like my skills, experience, why I wanted the job, etc. It went well so I was asked
to come to Dallas for an in-person interview. In my second interview, I met with
the person who was going to be my manager and one of the lead developers
on the team. It was a pretty relaxed interview. The guys were really friendly.
They asked me to write some code on the whiteboard to prove that I knew what
I was doing and could write code by memory instead of having to rely on a
simplified code editor like Adobe Dreamweaver (BTW, don’t use Dreamweaver).
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It was a junior level developer position so the test was really simple, more so
than I expected.
For my job search, I was using websites like Monster.com, Dice.com, and
Indeed.com to search for openings around Texas for a job at a junior level.

What are your tasks and responsibilities as a junior
developer? And how did you ask your boss for more
challenging work?

The name of the company is Dealertrack Technologies. For the first two years, I
worked on building new client sites and maintaining existing ones. For building
the sites, I took the Photoshop files that our designers gave us and coded
together the front-end of the website based on the design.
Early on, I didn’t really have to ask for more challenging work. As I kept working
and improving, my manager noticed my progress through my interactions with
other developers at my level, helping them with things they couldn’t figure out,
as well as his discussions with the senior developers on our team about how I
was performing. I was given more challenging work as a result.
We also had quarterly reviews that gave us a chance to talk with our manager
about how things were going (there was always an open-door policy where we
could speak to him at any time, but I usually felt more comfortable with waiting
until these review meetings came).
The reviews were as casual or formal as you wanted them to be. My manager
was an easygoing guy, but he always said that if he could help me in any way,
that I should just ask. I can’t speak for the other developers on my team, but for
me, the meetings were basically, “You’re doing a great job. Keep it up.”
After the first year, once I felt like I really had a good grasp of the technology
and the day-to-day work became a bit too easy and boring, I started to use
the review meetings to proactively ask my manager for more challenging
tasks. One thing that sticks out in my mind is that in the first review meeting
where I came in with a list of questions, he was pleasantly surprised and told
me that no one on the team had done that before, and he liked the initiative
that it showed.
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I asked questions like, “What can I do to continue improving beyond the work
that I’m currently doing?” and “What new technologies would you want to
incorporate into our process that we haven’t yet and can I work on making
that happen?” I think these are tactful questions that show your manager
that you’re driven and if they’re a good manager, they’d want you to continue
improving. And if you ask to work on things to help yourself grow while also
benefiting the team, that’s a win-win situation for you and your manager.

How was your transition and how did you navigate it every
time you were promoted? What was different after the
promotions?
With my first promotion, there wasn’t really much transitioning involved.
I stayed on the same team and worked on the same stuff. It was
more a recognition based on my skill level and what I contributed to
the team/company.

My second promotion followed shortly after I was moved to a new team, which
I’m on currently. As opposed to my previous team where it was all front-end
developers building and maintaining customer-facing client websites, I was
brought to this new team as a front-end specialist where I work with software
engineers, quality assurance analysts, and product managers to build a new
web application system that allows clients to make edits to their sites. It’s
much more challenging work, and I’m learning new things every day, which I’m
very excited about.

What advice do you have in terms of working toward
promotions?

Make time to continue developing your skills outside of work. Work on cool
technologies that you don’t have a chance to at work. One day, your company
may need someone with those skills, and if you already have it, it can lead to
promotions (it happened for me). The opportunities are out there; you just have
to be ready to receive them.
Also, talk to your coworkers about the things you’re working on. The people
that are as driven as you are probably working on interesting new technologies
as well. You’ll build a camaraderie and can help each other out by promoting
one another’s skills if you hear those technologies being discussed by others in
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the company. Be helpful to others and they’ll be helpful to you.
Ask your manager what it would take for you to get to the next level and keep
him/her updated with your progress towards that goal. If work gets to be too
easy, don’t be content with coasting by; ask for tougher responsibilities.

What are your responsibilities and day-to-day schedule as a
senior front-end web developer?

I work with my team to make sure that the features the engineers build look
good and provide a good user experience for the customers who will eventually
be using it. I write code to ensure that all of the features and web pages are
responsive, which means they’ll look good and work on any device and browser
that we support, ranging from tablets to Windows computers to Macs.
When I’m not busy with that, I’m working to improve my skills so that I’ll one
day be able to do what the engineers are doing––building new features. My
current goal is to transition from a front-end developer to a full-stack developer,
someone who can do both front-end and back-end. Right now, I’m getting
better by helping with small things like fixing bugs that our QAs find in the
features.

Any other advice for new college graduates looking to get
into web development or established folks who want to
transition into web development?

Advice for people looking to get into coding: It’ll probably be frustrating in
the beginning. Very frustrating. For a long time. Don’t beat yourself up. Most
likely, you haven’t done anything like it before, so it’s only natural that things
don’t make sense right away. It may take a while before you grasp what it is
that you’re trying to learn. Be persistent and don’t give up. It’s a very rewarding
feeling once you get it. And try to find a friend who understands code whom
you can go to for questions. Having someone explain things makes a big
difference versus reading about it. Video tutorials are great for this reason, so
look for them. Teamtreehouse.com is a great paid resource for learning web
development.
Oh, and get good with the command line—things like Linux, Bash, Vim, and
SSH. No matter what type of web development you do, being proficient on the
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command line pays huge dividends. If you focus on the front-end like I did, it
really sets you apart and gives you an advantage over your peers since most
front-end developers (at least in my experience) don’t take the time to develop
a good understanding of it. And command line knowledge is pretty much a
requirement for back-end developers.
I’ll end my advice with some of my favorite quotes that focus on a single and
simple, but important, theme:
“Things may come to those who wait, but only the things left by those who
hustle.” – Abraham Lincoln
“Hard work beats talent when talent fails to work hard.” – Kevin Durant
“Dream big, work hard.” – J. J. Watt
“Nobody in life gets exactly what they thought they were going to get. But if
you work really hard and you’re kind, amazing things will happen.” – Conan
O’Brien

Homework time! Check out some of the resources that Joey recommends, like
Lynda and Teamtreehouse. And, if you know someone who already has some
technical skills, see if they’d be willing to mentor you like Joey’s friend did.
Find more of guest blogger Melissa Nguyen’s writing at
writingsbymelissanguyen.wordpress.com.
YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:

How to Become
5 Not-So-Hidden
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a Front-End
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Do What They
Developer: A Crash Working as a Web Daily Basis Isn’t As Do? Research and
Course in Coding
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I hate internet explorer!

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A FRONT-END DEVELOPER
If you really want to upset a front-end developer, all you have to do is mention
Internet Explorer. Why does this seemingly innocent web browser get them so
worked up? You’ll have to read our interview with Jared Cole, UI Developer at
Vail Resorts, to find out.

What is your current job title?

I started as an entry-level Front-end Developer and then became an Interactive
Developer in my previous company, Movement Strategy. I’m now UI Developer
at Vail Resorts.

What is a typical day like for you?
A typical day is as follows:

8 a.m. – 8:30 a.m. Arrive at the office, get settled in, boot up my computer, read
some posts from my favorite tech/programming blogs, eat some breakfast,
drink some coffee
8:30 a.m. – 9 a.m. Stand-up meeting (the dev team updates each other on what
we finished yesterday, what we are working on today, and if there is anything
blocking us from accomplishing our objective for the day)
9 a.m. – 10 a.m. Answer any emails, then meet with designers and project
managers to discuss upcoming projects
10 a.m. – 12 p.m. Work on some code for current project
12 p.m. – 1 p.m. Lunch break
1 p.m. – 4:30 p.m. More code!
4:30 p.m. – 5 p.m. Push any finished code to our code repository. Have a beer
with the bosses and dev team.
Sometime after that, go home.
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What are your favorite aspects of your job? What are the
things you would change if you could?

I enjoy solving problems and making fun, interactive experiences for users
that push the boundaries in technology. I also love getting to learn new things
almost every day. It keeps things interesting.
The biggest thing I wish I could change is what browsers people use. Haha!
Seriously though, it’s crazy how many people use outdated versions of Internet
Explorer. Supporting older browsers can sometimes double the amount of work
on a project and be a little boring since you can’t do all the fancy new things the
modern browsers can do.

What did you study in college? How does your major relate
to your current position?

My degree is in Information Technology. I was able to take a focused course
study on Web Development which is exactly what I do now. However, I feel that
I learned more from on the job experience and side projects than anything I
learned in the classroom. Not to say that theoretical knowledge isn’t helpful,
but real-world application of the skills doesn’t always match the theoretical
approach you learn in school.

What advice would you give to college students who are
interested in working in your field?

Make stuff. Just keep making stuff. The more web pages/web apps/programs/
etc. that you build, the better you will become. Get involved with an open
source project or make a cool jQuery plugin and post it on GitHub. If you don’t
have a GitHub account, make one now and start sharing projects there. Your
GitHub account will become your résumé.
Learn a JavaScript framework like jQuery, Backbone.js, Knockout.js, or
Angular.js and check out some CSS frameworks, like Twitter Bootstrap. Don’t
let a framework replace your fundamental knowledge of JavaScript or CSS, but
utilize them to help you jumpstart your projects and make developing things
quicker. Don’t be afraid to dive a little into server side code. A basic knowledge
can help you a lot when working with front-end code that needs to interact with
some back-end code.
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Ask questions and give answers on Stack Overflow. Sometimes the best way to
learn or sharpen skills is by helping others solve problems. Have fun! Enjoying
the projects you work on is important!

How would you recommend finding an internship in your
field?

The best thing to do is search your area for tech companies and find some that
do work that interests you. Contact their hiring department or HR department
and ask about intern positions. Also, keep a lookout on craigslist. Legit
companies do put out ads to hire interns, just watch out for companies that are
trying to exploit you for free labor!

Homework time! Listen to Jared. Go out and get yourself a GitHub account,
and go post or answer a question on Stack Overflow. Do it!
YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:
Dev  Elleper
155  Computer  St.  Apt.  101,  Jersey  City,  NJ  01001  (555)  100-0001  develleper@email.com
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Currently  a  free-lance  web  developer  with  a  growing  list  of  satisfied  clients.  Dev  Elleper  is
seeking  a  Junior  Web  Developer  position  for  a  business  committed  to  producing  quality  software
that  will  delight  customers.  Dev  is  a  passionate  and  driven  professional  giving  110%  when
undertaking  any  project.
TECHNICAL  SKILLS
Web  /Programming:  >HTML  >CSS  >JavaScript  >jQuery  including  Plug-ins  (e.g.  Mosiac,
FancyBox)
IDE/Software:  >WebStorm  >Text  Wrangler  >Coda  >FileZilla  >Microsoft  Office  Suite
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Commercial  Architect,  New  York,  NY        Web  Developer    Jan  2013  –  March  2013
Developed  a  web  site  highlighting  the  portfolio  of  a  commercial  architect.  The  site  was  built  using
HTML5,  CSS3,  JavaScript,  including  JQuery  using  Mosiac  and  FancyBox  plug-ins.  Worked
closely  with  client  to  ensure  site  met  their  needs.  Incorporated  pictures  provided  by  client
comprising  examples  of  architect’s  portfolio.  Site  featured  a  picture  carousal  on  timer  highlighting
the  client’s  portfolio.  The  web  site  grouped  the  portfolio  by  the  type  of  work  (e.g.  residential,
commercial).  Provided  click-thru  capability  that  enabled  viewers  to  see  full-screen  images  of  the
portfolio  work.
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start playing!

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A FRONT-END DEVELOPER
Learn the key to finding a job you love, remind yourself of the importance of
play (hint: they’re connected), and discover what on earth a “sprite” is as we
chat with Glen Elkins, who works as a front-end developer at Room 214, a
social media agency based in Boulder, Colorado.

What is your current job title? If you’ve changed titles since
you started at your company, what was your job title when
you started?

I don’t have a very fancy title, just “web developer,” but I think that’s more a
symptom of the culture at the agency I work in: Everyone has pretty normalsounding titles. My very first job title out of college was “web designer,” which
meant I was responsible for coming up with a few graphical elements and
piecing them together on the front-end.
In my short career thus far, I’ve worked at two agencies and a start-up and
one thing has remained constant: You’re required to wear many hats in web
development. Sometimes it can feel a little like “Jack of all trades, master of
none,” but you do tend to focus on the presentation layer the entire time, and
the context just shifts around some.

What is a typical day at work like for you?

9 a.m. Just got into the office. I set up some tunes, throw on my headphones
and get to cleaning up my inbox and writing my daily sets of to do lists (I
use Wunderlist a lot these days). Usually, in cleaning up my inbox, I end up
hounding down a few account people for project status (e.g. “When’s creative
delivered for this?” or “Did the client ever get back to us with those copy
changes?”). Those brief conversations help build my lists, and structure the
rest of my day.
This prep time usually involves running through my RSS reader and catching up
on some news as well.
10 a.m. The interactive infographic project that I started yesterday is well
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on its way, but it’s due for internal QA in two days and there’s still a lot to be
done. I tap the volume key on my keyboard a few times and get in the zone.
Aside from a few random interruptions or breathers, I’ll continue working on
until lunch time.
12 p.m. Lunch! Boom.
1 p.m. After lunch, I’m feeling a little hazy from the food-baby kicking in my
abdomen, so a couple fellow developers and I rest up by playing Super Smash
Brothers on the GameCube in the other room (nerd power!).
1:20 p.m. “Back to work, monkey!” they scream at me (jk, lulz). Headphones,
volume, the zone. I’m back working on the infographic for the foreseeable
future, trying to hack up enough to show the lead creative before our 3 p.m.
meeting to review an upcoming project. Since I knocked out the HTML last
night, I’m working on slicing out the images and sprites* from the PSD** and
getting the CSS in order. From there, I’ll start adding in the animations.
*sprites = a single image that holds a bunch of little images. Front-end
developers make these because browsers would rather download one large file
than a bunch of little ones.
**PSD = Photoshop document
2:45 p.m. I’ve made some progress on the chop***, but have a few questions
for the designer about the PSD and the way he’d like it to perform (animations,
and load time). I hound him down and bug him with the prototype in front of us
just before the 3:00 meeting.
***chop = An HTML with no dynamic parts to it. Typically, a front-end dev will
take a design from a designer and build a page that is only HTML and CSS. That
page is the “chop.” It is then handed to a back-end dev who will assist with
adding dynamic content.
3 p.m. I’m called into the main conference room with another developer, a
designer, and an account person. The account lead reviews an upcoming
project and wants my opinion on the level of effort and a baseline price
estimate for the development portion of the project. After reviewing the project
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in enough detail to understand the technical implications, I feel reasonably
confident about my estimate.
4 p.m. I’ve spent most of my day working on one infographic, and I’m likely to
continue in that fashion for at least two more days, unless something comes
up, which happens… A client wants a quick change to one of their existing
apps, so I have to switch gears and start working on that for the remainder
of the work day. It’s a pretty basic change that adds some analytics (Google)
to a static HTML/CSS/JS quiz app, but after reviewing with the account lead,
implementing, testing, pushing code to production, and more testing, the day
is all used up.

What are your favorite aspects of your job? What are the
things you would change if you could?

I love having the opportunity to work with stellar designs and help inform
the user’s experience by thinking through a digital application from their
perspective. I enjoy working in a field that promotes so much learning and
change. There’s always more to learn with new technologies like HTML 5, CSS
3, and new JavaScript libraries.
You also find that there’s a lot of crossover between front-end development and
both design and back-end development, so you’ll find yourself working in both
worlds as a front-end developer.

What did you study in college? How does your major relate
to your current position?

I studied mass media and graphic design in college. Mass media gave me the
opportunity to try a lot of fields before I knew what I was drawn to. I had always
enjoyed working with computers, but I got to work in media productions,
where I learned about lighting, sound mixing, video, and editing; they wouldn’t
seem to have much to do with web development, but there’s actually a lot
of crossover there. In any media production, you’re trying to communicate
to a stranger through an artifice and how effectively you design that artifice
determines how successful your communication will be.
I can’t claim to be a very good graphic designer, but those classes did give
me a good foundation on the fundamentals. Although I’d be lost if I tried to
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illustrate a character or design a logo, learning about grids, color theory,
and how to draw helps inform my front-end development. I can use those
learnings to identify what the designers’ intentions are where there may be
some gray areas.

What advice would you give to college students who are
interested in working in your field?

Start playing. The only way I’ve been able to learn is to start doing things,
testing ideas, making small side projects and showing them off. Once you
start doing that, you can identify what areas you’re really interested in, and
that’s important. I think today’s web industry rewards specialization. If you
can maintain your focus on the skills you want to grow, you’ll make it easy on
yourself to find a job you’ll enjoy.

Does your company hire interns in your field? If so, how
would someone go about applying?

They do hire interns. Anyone can apply for open positions on the website:
http://www.room214.com.
To learn more about Glen and see some of his work, check out GlenElkins.com.

Homework time! Make a list of ten companies you think it’d be cool to intern
at. Check their websites and see if they have any openings listed.
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Developed  a  web  site  highlighting  the  portfolio  of  a  commercial  architect.  The  site  was  built  using
HTML5,  CSS3,  JavaScript,  including  JQuery  using  Mosiac  and  FancyBox  plug-ins.  Worked
closely  with  client  to  ensure  site  met  their  needs.  Incorporated  pictures  provided  by  client
comprising  examples  of  architect’s  portfolio.  Site  featured  a  picture  carousal  on  timer  highlighting
the  client’s  portfolio.  The  web  site  grouped  the  portfolio  by  the  type  of  work  (e.g.  residential,
commercial).  Provided  click-thru  capability  that  enabled  viewers  to  see  full-screen  images  of  the
portfolio  work.
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a white board can be the difference
BETWEEN YOU AND A JOB. HERE'S WHY.

Be open, communicative, and unafraid to explain your thought process. If that
means going to a white board and making some diagrams, all the better.
That’s the short version of Jon Stemmle, VP of Engineering at Topspin Media’s
advice for how to rock your interview for a front-end developer position. For the
extended version, read on.

What is your current job title? Which positions do you review
applications for?
I’m the VP of Engineering at Topspin Media. I review applicants for all
engineering, operations, product manager, design, and QA positions.

What are some things that college students can do to make
their applications stand out?
Good cover letter. Follow up with the company.

Which majors tend to be most successful in the positions
you review applications for?
I find CS and Symbolic Systems majors are most successful.

What are some things you look for in résumés and cover
letters? Are there any things that would send an applicant to
the “no” pile right away?
Pet peeves: Spelling errors and résumés over two pages for somebody junior.

Good things: well-written and consistent résumé. I look at it as an indicator of
your attention to detail. If you won’t put the attention into your résumé, will you
put it into the job?

What steps would you recommend a student take to best
prepare for a career in this field?
AfterCollege | blog.aftercollege.com
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The biggest thing I look for is intelligence, the ability to learn new skills, and
great communication.

What do the best candidates do to stand out in an interview
for front-end developer positions?

I like front-end developers that can go one level deeper to help fix problems
they are facing. The best candidates are well-spoken and highly communicative
about projects they have worked on. They happily go right to the white board
and start explaining things with diagrams.

Homework time! Craft a plan to make sure you don’t get caught off guard

in an interview. If you know that diagrams are important, make sure you have
some blank paper, pens, and maybe even a white board marker on hand.
Remember: This could be the difference between getting the job or not!
To learn more about Jon, follow him on Twitter @stemmle
YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:
EN  JINEAR
10001  Development  Drive,  Alpharetta,  GA  30022
555-123-4567  ●  enjinear1l@college.edu

EDUCATION
Master   of   Science   in   Information   Systems   &   Operations   Management,   GPA   3.65/4.0
May  2013
University  of  Florida
Bachelor   of   Information   Management   and   Information   Systems,   GPA   3.5/4.0
June  2011
Beijing  University  of  Posts  and  Telecommunications,  Beijing,  China

How to Get a
Front-End
Developer Job:
Chat with Micah
Jaffe, CTO of
FairLoan Financial

How to Find a
Front-End
Developer Job:
Chat with Mike
Feineman, Lead
Developer at
Room 214

●
●
●

WORK  EXPERIENCE
Software  Support  Engineer                                                                                                                                  April  2012  -  present
Aboard  Software,  Gainesville,  FL
Provided  technical  support  and  training  to  existing  customers  of  our  ERP  Software.
Loaded  data  for  new  customers  with  SQL  language  into  system.
Maintained  system  and  upgraded  new  features  as  operation  support.

Forget About
5 Not-So-Hidden
Academics!
Secrets About
Front-End
Working as a Web
Developer Résumé
Developer
Teardown

Logistic  Analyst  Intern,  Sony  Ericsson,  Beijing,  China              November  2010  -  April  2011
● Maintained  the  shared  disk,  system,  backup  database  and  data  associated  with  raw
materials.

●
●

●
●

PROJECT  EXPERIENCE
Library  Management  System  (Advanced  Business  Programming,  spring  2012)
Designed  a  library  system  which  enables  users  to  add,  check  in,  check  out  and  renew  books.
Developed  the  system  and  GUI  using  C#.

Business  Partner  Management  System  (Business  Programming,  fall  2012)
Designed  and  implemented  a  business  partners  system  using  UML  with  Java
System   features:   information   loading   from   CSV   file;;   print   detailed  reports,   objects  serialization  and
restoration;;  data  merging  from  external  source,  with  conflict  avoidance  and  exception  handling
Inventory  Management  System  (Business  Object,  fall  2012)
● Designed  an  inventory  management  system  to  connected  Access  database.
● Implemented  four  methods  in  JDBC  include:  check  data  in  inventory,  list  all  information,
purchase  item  and  receive  item  with  the  full  functionality  of  the  client.

PROFESSIONAL  SKILLS
●

Programming  Languages:  Java,  C#,  C
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how to get a
front-end developer job:
CHAT WITH MICAH JAFFE, CTO OF FAIRLOAN FINANCIAL
Are cover letters a waste of time? Short answer: yes (at least in the world of
web development). For the longer answer—and some winning strategies to get
you to the interview stage—keep reading our interview with Micah Jaffe, CTO
at FairLoan Financial, a seed stage startup fixing financial services starting with
small consumer lending. BTW, Micah is currently looking for a front-end dev.
Find the deets below.

What is your current job title? Which positions do you review
applications for?
I’m the CTO for FairLoan Financial. I’ve been hiring primarily for software
development. In fact, we’re looking for a front-end dev right now.
https://www.fairloanfinancial.com/about/jobs </shameless_plug>

What are some things that college students can do to make
their applications stand out?

A résumé is just a starting point. I look for the candidate on Google, LinkedIn,
Twitter, GitHub, StackExchange, MeetUp, Quora, etc. looking for hobby projects
(demos, apps, open source, etc.) and developer community participation or
blogging.
The easier they make that from their résumé, the better. Outside of that sort
of sleuthing, I look at the usual suspects of: previous work and internships,
school, degree (probably in that order).

Which majors tend to be most successful in the positions
you review applications for? Which majors would you like to
see more applications from?

For software developers, obviously Computer Science. Math, Econ, Engineering
(any flavor), Design, Music, and Psychology all rate well with me as long
as they have had at least a couple years building software either as their
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studies or hobby. Depends on the role, but I expect college hires to not come
in with an immediately useful skill set, so I look for sharp enthusiasm for the
company or industry.

What are some things you look for in résumés and cover
letters? Are there any things that would send an applicant to
the “no” pile right away?

Cover letters are a waste of time. One or two sentences at the top of the résumé
summarizing interests and ideals is better. Résumés longer than two pages out
of college are ridiculous. If something is on a résumé, be prepared to talk about
it. I don’t look at awards, GPA, or scholarships, but I might ask you about it in
the interview. I might look up a listed publication, patent, or media coverage
and probably read it if it looks interesting.
If there’s even a slight positive vibe I’ll schedule a 10 to 20-minute Skype
or Google Hangout session to see how well they can communicate their
experience, expectations, and so on back to me. Lack of confidence, being
late, inability to explain things well, dismissive attitudes, or general apathy get
dropped like a hot plate. Sense of humor and able to roll with the unexpected
rate highly. I might do some pair programming in that session if it’s going well.
The bad smell detector is a hard one to describe. I say “no” more
often than not.

What steps would you recommend a student take to best
prepare for a career in this field?

Learn humility. Because you can be hired anywhere as a software developer
does not make it itself a vital component of being good at your job. Fifteen+
years in Silicon Valley have given me some archetypes to work with and prima
donnas are ones to avoid.
Software development is team driven. It could be entirely anecdotal but
I’ve found smart kids who have had to learn how to work as part of a team
elsewhere (sports, music, etc.) fit faster and require less hand-holding.
Learn hierarchy. Even in a “flat” environment, giving respect earns respect.
Honesty and severity do not need to share the same emotional investment.
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Network early, often. Don’t live in a cave. Who you know helps you all the time
whether it’s working through a gnarly programming problem or finding your
next job.
Keep learning. What you know for what you need to get done can often shift
dramatically even in a year. Being good at and specializing a skill set can keep
your paychecks fat for four to five years, but that doesn’t mean it will keep you
happy or fulfilled for the long run.

What is the biggest mistake you see candidates make when
interviewing for positions as front-end developers? What do
the best candidates do to stand out in an interview for frontend developer positions?
Things I don’t want to hear:
“I’ve never thought of that.”
“I did this once before, but I can’t remember now.”
“There’s a library for that.”
“jQuery sucks.”
“That’s reinventing the wheel.”
“(obviously memorized response rattled out in 20 sec followed by the big O
notation)”
Better things to say:
“I haven’t looked as deeply into that as you’re asking, here’s what I know…”
“Can I look that up?”
“If I weren’t using this library, here are some things I’d try…”
“I really like YUI, ExtJS, less of a fan of jQuery, here’s why…”
“You’re asking me to reinvent the wheel, why?”
“I’ve seen this question a lot, here’s the answer, here’s why it’s a good (or bad)
interview question…”
In general, good candidates keep a conversation going, aren’t attempting
to nail what feels like the right answer first, fast. Thoughtful discourse is a
winner even if it’s wandering into a blind alley. Backtracking and recovering are
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important skills. Smart questions about the business are awesome. Debates in
the interview are not.
That said, I think a lot of technical interviewers suck. Most technical interviews
even at some of the best companies are no better than what feels like an
uncomfortable mix of logic puzzles and dating. I steal good interviewing ideas,
reuse my own that have worked. I interview with real problems, often directly
with a problem-of-the-day in-development product. Final interviews often
mean signing an NDA and working with us half a day pair programming with
one or two of my team. By that point I take stock of what the team thinks and
go from there.

Homework time!

Brainstorm a list of some common interview questions, and think of how you
would answer them in the way that Micah suggests. Extra credit: Find someone
who will read the questions to you and let you practice your answers out loud.
P.S. To learn more about Micah, follow him on Twitter @zeade or check out his
“much-neglected” Tumblr, 2bits.me.
YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:

How to Find a
Front-End
Developer Job:
Chat with Mike
Feineman, Lead
Developer at
Room 214

Working as a
Front-End Web
Developer:
It’s Magic!
[Infographic]

Got 99 Problems,
Our Managers
But a Job Ain’t One Teach You How to
(If You Read This)
Be an Interview
Rock Star:
Engineering
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how to get a
front-end developer job:
CHAT WITH MIKE FEINEMAN, LEAD DEVELOPER AT ROOM 214
Don’t let your résumé get rejected right away. Find out some easy steps
you can take to make sure the person reviewing your front-end developer
application will take you seriously. We get the scoop from Mike Feineman, Lead
Developer at Room 214, a social media agency based in Boulder, Colorado.

What is your current job title? Which positions do you
recruit for?

Room 214 doesn’t really give job titles, but I would say that I’m the head or
lead developer. I help decide who we hire for both front-end and back-end web
development positions.

What are some things that college students can do to make
their applications stand out?
I don’t think I’m alone in saying personal projects. It gives me a sense of what
the applicant is passionate about, as well as lets me evaluate their code. It
helps make the interview go much smoother, like a date where you’ve both
seen the same movie.
If you’re a developer (particularly in the start-up space) put your GitHub
account at the top of your résumé. While I wouldn’t automatically discount
someone without a GitHub, I pay extra attention to those applicants who do.
If you are a front-end person, I want a link to your personal site. Your site
should be a reflection of you, and whatever you’re interested in. If it’s using
modern technologies like HTML5 or has a responsive design, I’m bringing you
in for an interview.

Which majors tend to be most successful in the positions
you hire? Which majors would you like to see more
applications from?
I don’t think it’s any surprise that back-end devs are almost exclusively
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CompSci majors. However, anyone who has taught themselves to program
should not be afraid to “put themselves out there.” My buddy Robert was a
Chemical Engineering major who taught himself programming on his own.
I would hire him over half of my graduating class. Self-taught programmers
generally have a better drive, and are passionate learners. In other words,
exactly the kind of people I want on my team.
For front-end, the majors tend to be a little more varied. Art and design majors
tend to be very successful provided they’ve got a passion for working on the
web. One good, clean example website is really all you need to break into the
front-end game. That, and not being afraid to learn a little programming.
I can’t think of any majors I’d like to see more of. I am really looking for anyone
with an eye for design, and some work to prove they know the basics of making
a website. Exceptional candidates have used new web technologies, have a
cleanly coded site, and are actively keeping up with trends.

What are some things you look for in résumés and cover
letters? Are there any things that would send an applicant to
the “no” pile right away?
Maybe I’m just a technically minded person, but I don’t usually pay attention to
cover letters. However, I only see applications that HR passes on. I’m sure they
matter to them.
I’m going to look at your résumé and look for the following:
1. Your website, or a site you’ve worked on
2. Your GitHub account, or links to personal projects
3. The technologies you’ve worked with.
I’m going to scrutinize any sample of your code I can get my hands on because
that’s the true measure of a developer. Is it organized? Is there documentation?
Are variables named appropriately? These are the kinds of things I want to see.
Your résumé can say you’ve worked with jQuery, and that’s great. If I see that
you’ve just hamfistedly copied and pasted examples you found on Google, I’m
not going to be impressed.
So, what gets you tossed on the “no” pile? No relevant experience. I once had
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a résumé with no web work cross my desk for a front-end developer. If you’ve
never written any HTML, why would you think I’m going to pay you to do it?
Another one-way ticket to no-land: putting links to really shoddy work on
your résumé. Another front-end developer’s site didn’t render properly in any
browser I tried. Why would I expect their work for me to be any better? The stuff
you list on your résumé is a reflection of you. Make sure it really is.

What steps would you recommend a student take to best
prepare for a career in this field?

Personal projects! It doesn’t need to be your grand opus. Take a weekend and
build something you’ve been thinking about. A working demo proves you can
get things done, and that will take you a long way.
Learn new stuff! Technology is a field where things change quickly. Being
adaptable is key to being successful. Teach yourself a new programming
language, or try archery. Often you find yourself working with something you
know nothing about, and you will need to learn quickly. If you have a passion
for learning and show it, then you’re much more valuable to me. [Editor's
note: Mike isn't the only one to highlight the importance of lifelong learning.
AfterCollege VP of Engineering, Steve Girolami, echoes these sentiments while
teaching kids about careers in STEM.]

What is the biggest mistake you see candidates make when
interviewing for positions as front-end developers? What do
the best candidates do to stand out in an interview for frontend developer positions?
The biggest mistake I see is candidates not having a project to talk
passionately about. Be ready to talk about your favorite project. I’m going to
want to know about the challenges you faced, and the cool, new technologies
you learned to overcome them. If we can geek out over some aspect of your
project, it’s a lot easier to see you as part of my team.

To stand out? Tell me about the conferences you’ve been attending, or whose
blog you’re reading, or what book has been most helpful. Demonstrate that you
are a person who is always learning, and excited to share.
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I also tend to like people who have opinions and will explain why they have
them. If you think JSON is better than XML, I want to know your reasons why.
It helps prove you know what you’re talking about, and shows that you have
considered other points of view. The discussion we have of your opinions in an
interview is pretty close to the discussions we are going to have when you’re on
the team. The better that goes, the better the likelihood you’re hired.

Homework time!

Mike talks about the importance of curiosity and
a willingness to learn new things. Make a list of the activities you’re
currently engaged in that demonstrate this. If you can’t think of any, sign
up for a conference or an online course or find a new blog or book to
expand your knowledge.
YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:
Dev  Elleper
155  Computer  St.  Apt.  101,  Jersey  City,  NJ  01001  (555)  100-0001  develleper@email.com
EXECUTIVE  SUMMARY
Currently  a  free-lance  web  developer  with  a  growing  list  of  satisfied  clients.  Dev  Elleper  is
seeking  a  Junior  Web  Developer  position  for  a  business  committed  to  producing  quality  software
that  will  delight  customers.  Dev  is  a  passionate  and  driven  professional  giving  110%  when
undertaking  any  project.
TECHNICAL  SKILLS
Web  /Programming:  >HTML  >CSS  >JavaScript  >jQuery  including  Plug-ins  (e.g.  Mosiac,
FancyBox)
IDE/Software:  >WebStorm  >Text  Wrangler  >Coda  >FileZilla  >Microsoft  Office  Suite
Operating  Systems:  >Mac  OS  X  >iOS  >Windows

STRENGTHS  AND  ABILITIES

Our Managers
Teach You How to
Be an Interview
Rock Star:
Engineering

How to Find a
How to Get a
Front-End
Sales Job: Chat
Developer Job: with Melanie Graff,
Chat with Micah
Senior Recruiter
at Yammer
Jaffe, CTO of
FairLoan Financial

Résumé
Teardown:
Show Me
the Links!

>Written  &  Verbal  Communication
>Product  Knowledge
>Customer  Service
>Strong  Sales  Background
>Strategic  Planning
>Creative  Writing

PROFESSIONAL  EXPERIENCE

Commercial  Architect,  New  York,  NY        Web  Developer    Jan  2013  –  March  2013
Developed  a  web  site  highlighting  the  portfolio  of  a  commercial  architect.  The  site  was  built  using
HTML5,  CSS3,  JavaScript,  including  JQuery  using  Mosiac  and  FancyBox  plug-ins.  Worked
closely  with  client  to  ensure  site  met  their  needs.  Incorporated  pictures  provided  by  client
comprising  examples  of  architect’s  portfolio.  Site  featured  a  picture  carousal  on  timer  highlighting
the  client’s  portfolio.  The  web  site  grouped  the  portfolio  by  the  type  of  work  (e.g.  residential,
commercial).  Provided  click-thru  capability  that  enabled  viewers  to  see  full-screen  images  of  the
portfolio  work.
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got 99 problems

BUT A JOB AIN'T ONE (IF YOU READ THIS)
The rules are surprisingly simple if you want to impress Steve Girolami, VP of
Engineering at AfterCollege. One: Do not profess to be an expert. Two: Do work
(and be ready to show it). Three: Be able to solve problems—and explain how
you did it.
Steve explains why being a Computer Science major is no longer a necessity to
become a developer, why a GitHub account is, and how to impress him and his
team during the interview process.

What is your current job title? Which positions do you review
applications for?
My current title is VP of Engineering. I’m the hiring manager for our
engineering team including all our web developers, software engineers, and
technical operations.

What are some things that college students can do to make
their applications stand out?

Always include links to your work from GitHub or other repositories. Any and all
verifiable work that’s been produced is good.

Which majors tend to be most successful in the positions
you review applications for? Which majors would you like to
see more applications from?
Lately, I’ve been really interested in Mathematics majors who are really
passionate about getting into development and engineering. People who are
expert problem solvers are most desirable.

We have an experienced team and we teach people how to write code. I’ve
been weary of Computer Science majors lately. Knowing how to write code is no
longer an obstacle. The talent and innate skill to think about and solve complex
problems can’t be taught.
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I’d love to see more applications from non-Computer Science majors who have
in-class, extracurricular, or internship experience solving problems.

What are some things you look for in résumés and cover
letters? Are there any things that would send an applicant to
the “no” pile right away?
Links to project work and interesting internship experience. Do you have any
mobile hobby-apps in the Play store? If you are an undergrad, and you think
you are an “expert” at anything, I’m skeptical. I’m generally skeptical of selfproclaimed experts in general. If you have zero project work to link to, you’ll go
to the “no” pile.
There is no way that in four years of school work you don’t have at least
something to show for it. If your class work is largely theoretical, then you’ll
need to go out and find practical ways to demonstrate competence. Do
something free for a fake company, or even better, land an internship. And
please be able to tell me what you learned about yourself and your abilities.
Your degree is the baseline.

What steps would you recommend a student take to best
prepare for a career as a software developer?
Do work. As a hiring manager, I’m constantly shocked and disappointed at
how many students who want to go into a software field have zero project
work to demonstrate.

If you wanted to be a soccer player, then at some point you’d actually have to
play soccer. A largely theoretical understanding of the field is important, but
you have to put it into action in any way possible. Candidates who have class
work they can speak to have a leg up on all other candidates.

What is the biggest mistake you see candidates make when
interviewing for positions in your field? What do the best
candidates do to stand out in an interview?
Overestimate their ability. At AfterCollege we start with problem-solving
exercises over a shared Google Doc. If you tell me you have experience with
JavaScript then I’ll start a simple for-loop on the Doc and ask you to finish
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the syntax. Then maybe we’ll move on to something a little harder. If you tell
me you have experience with JavaScript, we will uncover your competence
within minutes.
After we have a baseline for a candidate’s problem-solving capacity, we’ll
post on the shared Doc a really difficult problem. We’ll ask the candidate to
talk through the problem. The exercise will judge how well you articulate
the problem-solving process. If you get stuck, we will step in and get you
back on track.
What we are trying to do is identify how well the candidate can think through
the problem, communicate articulately what their process is, and how well they
can collaborate in real time the solution process with a senior engineer. It’s by
far my favorite exercise to do with candidates and very quickly separates the
rock stars from the pack.

Homework time! Steve talks about the importance of showing more than just

a theoretical understanding of a subject. Do you have an account on GitHub or
another code repository? Have you built any websites or apps in your free time?
Make sure that you have something concrete that you can show employers to
demonstrate your skills and motivation.
YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:

Our Managers
How to Get a
Teach You How to
Front-End
Be an Interview
Developer Job:
Chat with Micah
Rock Star:
Jaffe, CTO of
Engineering
FairLoan Financial

Everything You
Need to Know
About Working
as a Front-End
Developer

Why Linux Is a
Developer’s Best
Friend—And
How to Make It
Yours, Too
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OUR MANAGERS TEACH YOU HOW TO BE

an interview rock star: engineering
Looking for a job as a developer or software engineer? During your interview,
you’ll often be asked to show off your technical talents in addition to promoting
your people skills.
AfterCollege’s VP of Engineering Steve Girolami offers his tips and tricks in
these video guides. He covers:

• The worst interview
• How to discuss
• Appropriate ways
he’s EVER conducted—
your relevant work
to follow up with a
and how you can
experience, even if this
company post-interview.
avoid making a similar
is your first job and you
mistake.
think you don’t have any.
YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:

How to Find a
Front-End
Developer Job:
Chat with Mike
Feineman, Lead
Developer at
Room 214

Everything You
Need to Know
About Working
as a Front-End
Developer
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JOB INTERVIEW TIPS FROM

real managers: engineering
If you’re going in for an interview for an engineering, programming, or web or
software development position, you should know that these interviews tend to
be a little different from interviews for non-technical positions. Your interviewer
will still be trying to find out what your personality is like and whether you’d
be a good fit for their company, but they will also be trying to assess your
technical skills.
We asked our VP of Engineering, Steve Girolami, to discuss his expectations
and usual practices when interviewing candidates for technical positions.

• How should you
research a company
before your interview?

• How can you stand
out in an engineering
interview?

• What qualities do you
look for in an
entry-level candidate?

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:

Working as a
Front-End Web
Developer:
It’s Magic!
[Infographic]
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résumé/
cover letter
teardowns
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RÉSUMÉ TEARDOWN:

show me the links!
In this edition of Résumé Teardown, we’re looking at a cover letter and résumé
from “Dev Elleper,” who is seeking a front-end developer position. Mike
Feineman, the head developer at Room 214 shares his thoughts on how this
résumé and cover letter could be improved.
Mike wanted me to issue the warning that he approaches hiring from a very
“start-uppy” type of mindset, and recruiters in more established companies
might see things differently.

Click on boxes for expanded image view

The moral of this post is: Show me the links! One of the major shortcomings of
this cover letter and résumé is the fact that it doesn’t contain any links to Dev’s
personal website, GitHub account, or anything else.
Also, be careful about how you word things. Perhaps an HR person wouldn’t
necessarily care that Dev referred to jQuery as a programming language, but
since Mike is a developer, this inaccuracy bothers him.

Homework time! Do you have a website, blog, or online portfolio that’s

relevant to your job search? If so, make sure you’ve included it in your cover
letter and/or résumé. If not, consider this post the kick in the pants you need to
start one.
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P.S. If you’re in a field that’s unrelated to web development, you can still
create a blog to give your job applications a boost. Check out this article
from InternMatch, “Start a Blog: It’ll Help You Land a Job,” for some great
suggestions.
YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:
EN  JINEAR
10001  Development  Drive,  Alpharetta,  GA  30022
555-123-4567  ●  enjinear1l@college.edu

EDUCATION
Master   of   Science   in   Information   Systems   &   Operations   Management,   GPA   3.65/4.0
May  2013
University  of  Florida
Bachelor   of   Information   Management   and   Information   Systems,   GPA   3.5/4.0
June  2011
Beijing  University  of  Posts  and  Telecommunications,  Beijing,  China

●
●
●

WORK  EXPERIENCE
Software  Support  Engineer                                                                                                                                  April  2012  -  present
Aboard  Software,  Gainesville,  FL
Provided  technical  support  and  training  to  existing  customers  of  our  ERP  Software.
Loaded  data  for  new  customers  with  SQL  language  into  system.
Maintained  system  and  upgraded  new  features  as  operation  support.

How to Find a
Front-End
Developer Job:
Chat with Mike
Feineman, Lead
Developer at
Room 214

Forget About
Does Your
5 Not-So-Hidden
Academics!
Résumé Piss Off
Secrets About
Front-End
Working as a Web Hiring Managers?
Developer Résumé
Developer
Teardown

Logistic  Analyst  Intern,  Sony  Ericsson,  Beijing,  China              November  2010  -  April  2011
● Maintained  the  shared  disk,  system,  backup  database  and  data  associated  with  raw
materials.

●
●

●
●

PROJECT  EXPERIENCE
Library  Management  System  (Advanced  Business  Programming,  spring  2012)
Designed  a  library  system  which  enables  users  to  add,  check  in,  check  out  and  renew  books.
Developed  the  system  and  GUI  using  C#.

Business  Partner  Management  System  (Business  Programming,  fall  2012)
Designed  and  implemented  a  business  partners  system  using  UML  with  Java
System   features:   information   loading   from   CSV   file;;   print   detailed  reports,   objects  serialization  and
restoration;;  data  merging  from  external  source,  with  conflict  avoidance  and  exception  handling
Inventory  Management  System  (Business  Object,  fall  2012)
● Designed  an  inventory  management  system  to  connected  Access  database.
● Implemented  four  methods  in  JDBC  include:  check  data  in  inventory,  list  all  information,
purchase  item  and  receive  item  with  the  full  functionality  of  the  client.

PROFESSIONAL  SKILLS
●

Programming  Languages:  Java,  C#,  C
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forget about academics!

FRONT-END DEVELOPER RÉSUMÉ TEARDOWN:
Welcome to the résumé teardown! In this installment, we’re looking at a cover
letter and résumé for a real entry-level front-end developer applicant who we’ve
nicknamed “En Jinear.”
Micah Jaffe, the CTO of FairLoan Financial, a seed stage startup fixing financial
services starting with small consumer lending, will be offering his critique
of En Jinear’s application. Micah primarily reviews applications for software
development positions. To read more about Micah and what he’s looking for in
web developers, visit our interview with him.

Click on boxes for expanded image view

Today’s lesson is: forget about academics! People reviewing your résumé are
much more interested in seeing links to your work or examples of your projects,
especially for developer positions.
One additional note about salary. Micah said that you shouldn’t mention salary
requirements in a cover letter. As a general rule, you don’t want to bring up
the topic of salary until after you’ve been offered a job, but if the employer
specifically asks you to state your salary requirements in your cover letter,
go ahead and do it. It’s generally a good idea to provide a range rather than a
single number.
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Homework time!

Take a look at your résumé. Are there any areas that can be improved by
adding what Micah calls “success metrics”? For example, instead of saying
you managed a Facebook account, can you say how many fans you earned or
mention the specifics of a campaign you initiated?
YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:
Dev  Elleper
155  Computer  St.  Apt.  101,  Jersey  City,  NJ  01001  (555)  100-0001  develleper@email.com
EXECUTIVE  SUMMARY
Currently  a  free-lance  web  developer  with  a  growing  list  of  satisfied  clients.  Dev  Elleper  is
seeking  a  Junior  Web  Developer  position  for  a  business  committed  to  producing  quality  software
that  will  delight  customers.  Dev  is  a  passionate  and  driven  professional  giving  110%  when
undertaking  any  project.
TECHNICAL  SKILLS
Web  /Programming:  >HTML  >CSS  >JavaScript  >jQuery  including  Plug-ins  (e.g.  Mosiac,
FancyBox)
IDE/Software:  >WebStorm  >Text  Wrangler  >Coda  >FileZilla  >Microsoft  Office  Suite
Operating  Systems:  >Mac  OS  X  >iOS  >Windows

STRENGTHS  AND  ABILITIES

Résumé
Teardown:
Show Me
the Links!

>Written  &  Verbal  Communication
>Product  Knowledge
>Customer  Service
>Strong  Sales  Background
>Strategic  Planning
>Creative  Writing

PROFESSIONAL  EXPERIENCE

How to Find a
Front-End
Developer Job:
Chat with Mike
Feineman, Lead
Developer at
Room 214

Commercial  Architect,  New  York,  NY        Web  Developer    Jan  2013  –  March  2013
Developed  a  web  site  highlighting  the  portfolio  of  a  commercial  architect.  The  site  was  built  using
HTML5,  CSS3,  JavaScript,  including  JQuery  using  Mosiac  and  FancyBox  plug-ins.  Worked
closely  with  client  to  ensure  site  met  their  needs.  Incorporated  pictures  provided  by  client
comprising  examples  of  architect’s  portfolio.  Site  featured  a  picture  carousal  on  timer  highlighting
the  client’s  portfolio.  The  web  site  grouped  the  portfolio  by  the  type  of  work  (e.g.  residential,
commercial).  Provided  click-thru  capability  that  enabled  viewers  to  see  full-screen  images  of  the
portfolio  work.

How to Get a
5 Not-So-Hidden
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DOES YOUR RÉSUMÉ

piss off hiring managers?
Welcome to the Résumé Teardown! In this installment, we’ll be looking at a real
résumé from an applicant we’ve nicknamed “Pro Grammer.”
The critique here is offered by Mike Feineman, who is lead developer at
Boulder, Colorado-based social media agency Room 214. Mike would like to
make it known that he approaches the hiring process from a very “start-uppy”
perspective and his opinions may differ from those of a recruiter at a more
traditional company.

Click on boxes for expanded image view

Today’s lesson: Objectives are not super useful, unless you make them so. If
you feel like you must include one (and according to Mike you certainly don’t
have to feel that way), just be sure that it is very specific and relevant to the job
you’re applying for.
Also! Don’t use a ton of tiny text and make the recruiter hunt around for the
good stuff. Choose the most important things to focus on, and use a font size
that does not require a microscope. It’s important for you to edit and focus on
your most relevant experience, AND recruiters will love you for it.
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Homework time!

Check out the “Objectives” section of your résumé. First of all, could it be
eliminated? Second, if you feel compelled to keep it, rewrite it to make sure it is
clear, free from jargon, and relevant to the position/industry.

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:
Dev  Elleper
155  Computer  St.  Apt.  101,  Jersey  City,  NJ  01001  (555)  100-0001  develleper@email.com
EXECUTIVE  SUMMARY
Currently  a  free-lance  web  developer  with  a  growing  list  of  satisfied  clients.  Dev  Elleper  is
seeking  a  Junior  Web  Developer  position  for  a  business  committed  to  producing  quality  software
that  will  delight  customers.  Dev  is  a  passionate  and  driven  professional  giving  110%  when
undertaking  any  project.
TECHNICAL  SKILLS
Web  /Programming:  >HTML  >CSS  >JavaScript  >jQuery  including  Plug-ins  (e.g.  Mosiac,
FancyBox)
IDE/Software:  >WebStorm  >Text  Wrangler  >Coda  >FileZilla  >Microsoft  Office  Suite
Operating  Systems:  >Mac  OS  X  >iOS  >Windows

STRENGTHS  AND  ABILITIES

How to Find a
Front-End
Developer Job:
Chat with Mike
Feineman, Lead
Developer at
Room 214

Résumé
Teardown:
Show Me
the Links!

>Written  &  Verbal  Communication
>Product  Knowledge
>Customer  Service
>Strong  Sales  Background
>Strategic  Planning
>Creative  Writing

PROFESSIONAL  EXPERIENCE

Working as a
Front-End Web
Developer:
It’s Magic!
[Infographic]

Start Playing!
A Day in the Life
of a Front-End
Developer

Commercial  Architect,  New  York,  NY        Web  Developer    Jan  2013  –  March  2013
Developed  a  web  site  highlighting  the  portfolio  of  a  commercial  architect.  The  site  was  built  using
HTML5,  CSS3,  JavaScript,  including  JQuery  using  Mosiac  and  FancyBox  plug-ins.  Worked
closely  with  client  to  ensure  site  met  their  needs.  Incorporated  pictures  provided  by  client
comprising  examples  of  architect’s  portfolio.  Site  featured  a  picture  carousal  on  timer  highlighting
the  client’s  portfolio.  The  web  site  grouped  the  portfolio  by  the  type  of  work  (e.g.  residential,
commercial).  Provided  click-thru  capability  that  enabled  viewers  to  see  full-screen  images  of  the
portfolio  work.
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